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Excavations in Judean foothills uncover small jug from 1,100 BCE that could be inscribed with Jerubbaal ; first evidence of a name
from Book of Judges on a contemporar artifact
By AMANDA BORSCHEL-DAN12 July 2021, 12:31 pm

The 'Jerubbaal' inscription, written in ink on a pottery vessel, discovered at Khirbet el Rai. (Dafna Gazit, Israel Antiquities Authority)
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Inked 3,100 ears ago during the era of the biblical judges, an e tremel rare five-letter inscription discovered in the
lush Judean foothills could be a missing link in the development of Earl Alphabetic (also kno n as Canaanite)
riting used during the 12th-10th centuries BCE.
If correct, this ould be the first hard evidence of a name from the biblical stories of the judges that is on an artifact
contemporar to the period.
The inscription as published Monda as part of the second issue of the Jerusalem Journal of Archaeolog (JJAR) a
ne open-access online journal edited b Bar-Ilan Prof. Avraham Faust, Hebre Universit Prof. Yossef Garfinkel,
and Hebre Universit researcher Dr. Madeleine Mumcuoglu.
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The painted potter is dated b the archaeologists to 1,100 BCE, hich ould make it prior to the formation of the
biblical monarch . The inscription as ritten in Earl Alphabetic/Canaanite script, evidence of hich has been
found throughout Eg pt and the Levant. First finds including paleo-Hebre script come much later, dating to the 9th
centur BCE.
According to a cross-institutional team of archaeologists and epigraphers, the partial inscription, painted on three
potter sherds from an incomplete small vessel, is most logicall read as Jerubbaal or Yeruba al, hich as the
nickname of the biblical judge Gideon, son of Joash, ho as active in the northern parts of the Land of Israel during
this era.
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The reading Yeruba al is the most logical and reasonable reading, and I consider it quite definitive, epigrapher Prof.
Christopher Rollston from George Washington Universit , ho deciphered the te t, told The Times of Israel. I ould
hasten to add that this script is ell kno n and nicel attested, so e can read it ith precision.

The ‘Jerubbaal’ inscription, written in ink on a pottery vessel, discovered at Khirbet el Rai. (Dafna Gazit, Israel Antiquities Authority)

The inscription joins a mere handful of others that ere found in the Land of Israel from a similar time period.
Arguabl , one of the earliest as discovered in the 1970s in I bet-Sarta, follo ed b several other 12th-10th centur
BCE inscription discoveries in the past 15 ears, including in Tell e - afi, Khirbet Qei afa, Jerusalem, Lachish.
According to the archaeologists, the ne l discovered inscription serves as a te tual bridge for the transition from
the Canaanite to the Israelite and Judahite cultures.
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For decades, there ere practicall no inscriptions of this era and region. To the point that e ere not even sure
hat the alphabet looked like at that time. There as a gap. Some even argued that the alphabet as unkno n in the
region, that there ere no scribes, and that the Bible must therefore have been ritten much later, pol math
independent epigrapher and historian Michael Langlois told The Times of Israel.

An early 12th century BCE Canaanite alphabet inscription found at Lachish in 2014. (courtesy of Yossi Garﬁnkel, Hebrew University)

These inscriptions are still rare, but the are slo l filling the gap; the not onl document the evolution of the
alphabet, the sho that there as in fact continuit in culture, language and traditions. The implications for our
understanding of biblical histor are vast and e citing! said Langlois, ho as not involved in this current
e cavation.

A Khi be el Rai
The inscription as discovered at the Khirbet el Rai site, located bet een Kir at Gat and Lachish, about 70 kilometers
(43 miles) south est of Jerusalem. Since 2015, the site has been e cavated b the Hebre Universit of Jerusalem s
Prof. Yossef Garfinkel, the Israel Antiquities Authorit s Sa ar Ganor, and Dr. K le Keimer and Dr. Gil Davies of
Macquarie Universit in S dne .
According to Ganor, the site includes impressivel large structures from the 12th, 11th and 10th centuries BCE. If
ou d like a biblical parallel, e re talking about the da s of the judges and King David, he said in an IAA Hebre language film.
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The three directors of the Khirbet a-Ra‘i excavation. (Left to right) Israel Antiquities Authority’s Saar Ganor, Prof. Yosef Garﬁnkel, head of the Institute of Archaeology at the
Hebrew University in Jerusalem, and Dr. Kyle Keimer of Macquarie University in Sydney, Australia, on July 8, 2019. (Amanda Borschel-Dan/Times of Israel)

E cavating among the area s vine ards, the team has found evidence of a Philistine-era settlement from the 12-11th
centuries BCE under la ers of a rural settlement dating to the earl 10th centur BCE, largel considered the Davidic
era. Among the findings ere massive stone structures and t pical Philistine cultural artifacts, including potter in
foundation deposits good luck offerings laid beneath a building s flooring.
Ganor added that during the seven seasons of e cavations, these hundreds of artifacts that help piece together
people s dail lives during the ancient biblical period. Among them is this unimaginable inscription hich as
found in one of the 20 storage silos discovered at the site.
AD ER ISEMEN

Archaeologist Garfinkel told The Times of Israel that the dating of the potter piece as accomplished through a
confluence of methods including radiocarbon-14 dating from the stratum just above this find, hich gave a result of
1050 BCE, the t pograph of the potter sherds found ith the inscription, and petrographic anal sis of the inscribed
potter that as completed b Ariel Universit s Prof. David Ben-Shlomo, ho concluded that the small liter-si ed
jug as locall made.
Garfinkel said the makeup of the ink has not et been specificall tested, but he assumed it as made from black ash
and iron o ide, hich as t pical of the era and found on similar contemporar painted vessels.
Garfinkel said that onl five pieces of the inscribed jug had been found in the silo, hich as used for storage for
appro imatel 10-50 ears, but later, perhaps after becoming polluted ith moist air, became a garbage pit. Due to
the paucit of jug pieces, he concluded that the vessel had not been broken inside the silo but rather its pieces had
been s ept into the pit after a cleanup else here.
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The silo dug into the ground and lined with stones, where the ‘Jerubbaal’ inscription
was found at Khirbet el Rai. (IAA)

Wha

i a ame?

As tempting as it ould be to connect the dots bet een the biblical judge Gideon and the name painted on this jug,
the Khirbet el Rai archaeologists freel ackno ledge in the press release that the name of the Judge Gideon ben
Yoash as Jerubbaal, but e cannot tell hether he o ned the vessel on hich the inscription is ritten in ink.

Aerial view of Khirbet el Rai, near Lachish in central Israel. (Emil Aladjem, Israel Antiquities Authority)

But to Garfinkel, that s not the relevant takea a from this find. He emphasi ed that hile it is thrilling and
important to find hard evidence of a name included in the Bible, hat is even more important is filling hat he calls a
missing link in the Canaanite script. He said that there have been e amples discovered from the 14th, 13th, and the
first half of the 12th centur
but then there as a m sterious period of 150 ears of no discovered inscriptions that
connected bet een Canaanite inscriptions and Judean script.
This discover , he said, ould have been ver important even if as just letters ithout meaning. But in this case,
e also have a name from the biblical period.
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The inscription is partial, but the ord ba al can clearl be read in it, hich as a some hat common name in the
Bible from sections that could have taken place during the 11th-10th centuries. This hard evidence dating from the
same era, said Garfinkel, helps shore up hat he repeatedl called an onomastic hori on
i.e., the proof of the
common use of ba al in personal names.
The use of ba al can be tied to the strong pagan arrior god, or to lord, said Garfinkel. He h pothesi ed that as
the peoples came to orship the Israelite god more in follo ing centuries, the onomastic hori on again shifted to
include ahu
the Israelite god instead of ba al, ith names such as Yirmi ahu (Jeremiah) and Eli ahu
(Elijah).

The ‘Jerubbaal’ inscription, written in ink on a pottery vessel, discovered at Khirbet el Rai. (Dafna Gazit, Israel Antiquities Authority)

For the peoples ho believed in strong arrior god, sometime over time the Canaanite ba al became the Israelite
ahu,' said Garfinkel.
AD ER ISEMEN

Pla i g B ggle

i h ba al

Scribes ho rote the developing Earl Alphabetic script painted on the ne l discovered inscription did not use
punctuation and ere not particular about the directions in hich letters la . It is quite possible that letters came
before and after the four clear letters found on the potter
spelling resh, bet, a in, and lamed and the partial
letter that has been identified b Rollston as ud.
According to Hebre Universit epigrapher Dr. Haggai Misgav, the variabilit of this script is ell kno n. He
believes that according to the letters shapes, the dating of 1,100 BCE is quite possible; ho ever, because the
inscription is partial, he is not convinced that Jerubbaal is the onl reading of the letters. I can think about
A ruba al the first seen letter could be a in, and ma be there is an a in before it, he spitballed to The Times of
Israel.
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Like ise, epigrapher Langlois said that there ere still
plent of options on the table before definitel arriving at
Jerubbaal.
The inscription is fragmentar , hich calls for caution.
But this kind of inscription often bears personal names,
hich often feature the name of a deit
Supposing that
hat e have is a name ending in -baal, and that the
previous letter is a resh, there are a number of candidates
alread attested: Zekharbaal, Maribaal, Jerubbaal etc. And
of course it could also be a name not et attested, hich is
not uncommon, as our kno ledge of that period of histor
is quite limited. The ke is thus the identification of ud at
the beginning of the line, said Langlois.
Regarding the partial letter, Rollston said, The shape of
that letter is most consistent ith a ud. (It should be
remembered that ith this ver earl script, the stance of
a letter, that is, the a that it is rotated, can var a great
deal) Thus, it is the shape of that letter hich is the crucial
part and the shape is most consistent ith a ud.

Prof. Christopher Rollston inspecting the inscribed late 9th or early 8th century BCE
altar that was discovered in a Moabite sanctuary at the Khirbat Ataruz site in central
Jordan in 2010. (Courtesy)

Regarding pla ing Boggle ith other potential letters to arrive at different readings, Rollston said that there is no
visible letter prior to the ud
thus, to posit that an a in is present is pure speculation and I don t consider
speculation to be a good method.
Or, as Garfinkel put it, We have resh, beit, a in, and lamed, and nearb there is another letter, hich is a bit
broken The most stable ground is to reconstruct the minimal possible name, hich is Jerubbaal.
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